
GOD RESCUED ME FROM RELIGION

I have never thought of my testimony as something that could be impactful to someone else. But that isn’t
necessarily true.  My story is not one of recovery from drugs or alcohol, but my testimony is one of heart
change.  My wife and I attended another church and were regular attenders, as this was how we were both
raised.  Our kids were young at the time and we felt like we were doing the right thing.  We were essentially
“playing religion.”

When The Way started construction on the new building, it peaked our interest, and we decided to attend one
Sunday.  My wife and I both left in tears that day, and our lives have never been the same.  I have considered
myself someone who believed my entire life, but through my submission to the Holy Spirit many things have
changed in my life.

Shortly before attending The Way around 6 years ago, I had a change in responsibilities in my career.  This led
to a great increase in responsibilities and a dramatic increase in stress.  This had a negative impact on my
family, and I lacked the spiritual maturity to take it to God.  I was always tired, beaten down, and  was even
experiencing chest pains that landed me a couple of trips to the hospital.  It was ultimately determined that I
needed to eliminate stress in my life for my own well being.

Shortly after my family started attending The Way, I began to get plugged into Vital Men/ Kingdom Builders.
This only helped me in my faith journey.  I not only felt my relationship with the Lord strengthening, but now I
had brothers to do life with.  I still have the same job and face the same issues, but as these situations arise, I
immediately look to the Holy Spirit for guidance, patience, and ultimately peace.  In the wake of a couple of bad
storms the past couple of years, the patience and peace that the Holy Spirit has given me, has not only had a
positive impact on me, but my staff at work, and my family.  I truly feel that a heart change has taken place in
my life.  I’m much more patient, slower to get angry, and feel more love for people.


